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Language Corner 

Lertalmë auta yára meldor 
Ar lá mapalmë ana sanwë? 
Lertalmë auta yára meldor 

Ar aurër autanëntë! 
 

An aurër autanëntë, melda nya, 
An aurër autanëntë, 

Er mapuvalmë yulma melmëo 
An aurër autanëntë. 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 
And never brought to mind? 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 
And days of auld lang syne! 

 
For auld lang syne, my dear 

For auld lang syne, 
We’ll take a cup of kindness yet 

For auld lang syne! 

Auld Lang Syne 
By Robert Burns 

Quenya English 

JOKES! 
 

Q. Why did Frodo read LOTR 50 times? 

A. Because it was hobbit (habit) forming! 

 

Q. How did the Hobbit wreck the boxing match? 

A. He tried to destroy the Ring! 



 At Journey’s End 

By I. Salogel 

BEWARE OF SPOILERS 

Over the last three years we have watched the Hobbit trilogy un-

fold, and finally we come to its conclusion this Christmas. And what 

a conclusion it is! Huge, epic-scale battles, the deaths of several 

main characters, and final goodbyes, topped off by Howard Shore’s 

magnificent score. But there is a difference between a good movie 

and a great movie. And The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies 

does not quite reach the superior category. Why? Three words: 

CGI, Tauriel and endings. 

The CGI (which stands for Computer Generated Images) was simply 

too much. At times, one felt as though one was not watching a live 

action film at all, but rather an 

animated feature. It was done 

well for the most part, yes, but 

there were moments that were 

painfully obvious. Almost 0% of 

this movie was filmed on a live 

location – the majority is green 

screen, matte paintings and 

digital environments. This 

works well enough of course, but it subconsciously subtracts from 

the feeling that Middle-earth is a real, tangible place. The Elven, 

Dwarvish and Orcish clone armies were appalling, and should defi-

nitely have been done with real extras. And not only did they all 

look exactly the same, but it made the main characters from each 

race look almost out of place. If you could take Thranduil, Legolas, 

or Tauriel, stick them in armour, and put them in the ranks of their 

own armies, they would look as out of place as a poodle amidst a 

pack of wolves. Same with the Dwarves. As for the Orcs, Bolg and 

Azog are completely CGI anyways so they fit in a little better with 

their armies. But still, in my opinion they should have been done 

with real actors instead of motion capture. For a character like Gol-

lum, you want motion capture. For a character with the same body 

proportions as a regular human, make up should easily be ade-

quate.  

Tauriel.  

I could write a review on her subplot alone and it still wouldn’t be 

enough. The Battle of the Five Armies, has convinced me that 

Tauriel was a mistake. I had my doubts from the first rumours I 

heard of her, but I wanted to like the addition. A female character 

in Mirkwood? Sure, why not. It isn’t completely necessary but I can 

deal with a strong woman who can hold her own without a ro-

mance.  

Well, Desolation of Smaug came around and although she is cer-

tainly a fighter, I found her to be almost wholly defined by the men 

around her, specifically Kíli and Legolas. Still, I hoped her relation-

ship with Kíli would turn out to be nothing more than a breaking of 

the ice between two races. Sadly, my hopes were very misplaced. 

That illusion of a strong female character was completely swal-

lowed up by a weepy, teenage girl level romance. Almost the first 

scene in the movie after Laketown is destroyed entails Kíli declaring 

his love for her, and asking her to come back to Erebor with him. 

She very nearly accepts, until Legolas shows up in the nick of time. 

Kíli presents her with his runestone as a keepsake and then leaves, 

while she looks after him with tears welling up in her eyes. Next a 

messenger from Mirkwood rides up proclaiming that Tauriel is ban-

ished from the Woodland Realm, but instead of the feisty Elf we 

were led to believe she is, she simply starts to blink back tears 

again, while Legolas defends her and gives her a new purpose, to 

scout out Gundabad (which takes an extraordinarily short time con-

sidering the distance they must ride to get there). Upon coming 

back, Tauriel tries to stop Thranduil from leaving the battle and 

threatens him with her bow, even though there is really no point 

seeing as she is now anathema from her people anyways and no 

one is stopping her from staying to help. As soon as Thranduil gets 

angry and slices her bow in half however, she simply stands and 

looks broken until Legolas once again comes to her rescue.  

Her fight with Bolg a little later on is simply ridiculous. First he 

slams his fist into her head but that doesn’t kill her. Then he lifts 

her up by the throat and yet she still manages to kick back and keep 

fighting, until she is thrown full force against a stone wall which 

must have broken at least half the bones in her body including her 

spine. But when Kíli is in danger, she still manages to get up and 

grab the arm holding the sword which is about to kill Kíli. Surprise, 

she is knocked back down. But after Bolg stabs the dwarf through 

the heart, she STILL gets up, and both she and Bolg fall over a cliff 

at least thirty feet high. Miraculously, both survive. Bolg goes on to 

fight an endless CGI battle with physics defying Legolas, while 

Tauriel is left alone for awhile. 

But then at the end, she has 

somehow managed to climb 

back up the cliff to where Kíli’s 

body is and is holding it and 

crying (again). Then she says 

amid her sobs that if this is 

love, she wants no part in it, 

and begs Thranduil to take it 

from her. Finally, in a flinch-

worthy line of dialogue she 

asks, “Why does it hurt so much?” and Thranduil replies, “Because 

it was real.” Really??? This love story is so awkward and contrived 

that we need a third party to confirm that the feelings are sup-

posed to be legit and not some fanfictionized nightmare. This is 

followed by Tauriel kissing the dead Kíli’s body and after cutting 

away from that scene, there is nothing else said about the captain 

of the guard. She is not a strong female character – she is pathetic. 

“The Battle of the 

Five Armies is a 

good movie, but 

not a great one.” 



 
Finally, The Battle of the Five Armies did not end well. In fact, it 

almost didn’t end at all in a way. Leaving the theatre after my 

first viewing, I was filled with a sense of incompletion. What 

happens to the people of Laketown? Who becomes King under 

the mountain? Is there a funeral for the dead Dwarves? Does 

Tauriel get to take Kíli and bury him or is he buried with his 

people? Does Tauriel even live? Is she still banished from 

Mirkwood or does Thranduil let her come back? Does Thranduil 

get his white gems? Where does Bilbo get all the loot he’s 

carrying when he returns home? What happens to all the armies 

– are there any Dwarves and Elves left to return home or were 

they all slain? Did Beorn die? How does Gandalf get Radagast’s 

staff? Does Bilbo get back the contents of Bag End that were 

being auctioned off? What happens to the Arkenstone? I have a 

feeling that the Extended Edition of this movie is going to have an 

awful lot of scenes that should have been in the theatrical cut. 

I had a few other quibbles with this film too. Galadriel going 

completely demon possessed was really weird and in my opinion 

destroyed the point of her character. Legolas’s over the top 

stunts went on for far too long, and although it was a neat idea to 

send him off looking for Aragorn, Aragorn was 10 years old at 

that point in time. Azog floating under the ice was a bit much, 

and Alfrid should definitely have died in the beginning with the 

Master of Laketown. But on the positive side, there were a lot of 

things I liked. Martin Freeman played Bilbo impeccably, and 

Richard Armitage was not far behind with his performance of 

Thorin. Thranduil and Bard’s characters were developed in a 

highly satisfying way and were both excellently fleshed out. 

Smaug’s death was really well done, although I still believe it 

should have been the climax of the previous film instead of the 

beginning of the last one. Elrond and Saruman fighting off the 

Nazgûl was enough on its own for me to want to see the movie 

again. And of course, there is nothing to complain about when it 

comes to the music – Howard Shore outdid himself once again in 

that regard. The deaths of Thorin, Fíli, and Kíli were heart-

wrenching, as was Bilbo’s farewell to the Dwarves. And he giving 

the Arkenstone to Bard and Thranduil to barter with was one of 

my favourite scenes. 

The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies was a good movie, and 

a good end to the trilogy. It was a definite improvement on the 

second instalment, and fairly on par with the first. Would I sit 

down and watch a marathon of the Hobbit films? I might do it 

once or twice. But they will never hold a candle to The Lord of 

the Rings in any way, nor do they capture the spirit of the book, 

as I had hoped they would. They are entertaining and make for 

fairly good films, but it’s time that Peter Jackson left the world of 

Middle-earth – this time for good.  



 

Hobbit Fun  
 

Fill in the Blank 
Songs and Poems 

Seek for the __ __ __ __ __that was Broken 

Far over the __ __ __ __ __ mountains cold 

Not all those who __ __ __ __ __ __ are lost 

Legolas  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __, long under tree 

The  __ __ __ __ __ __ rockets ever seen 

Attercop, Attercop, won’t you __ __ __ __ 

The __ __ __ __ goes ever on and on 

O __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Gilthoniel 

 

What was another name for Aragorn?  

Fill in the blank spaces with the missing word. Then put the 

circled letters into the empty circles to find out one of 

Aragorn’s many names. 

Answers at bottom of page 

Answers (written backwards) 

DROWS 

YTSIM 

REDNAW 

FAELNEERG 

TSENIF 

POTS 

DAOR 

HTEREBLE  

What was another name for Aragorn?  TOOFGNIW 



 

 
 
 

A Hero? 
By Kathryn Finca 

 

Aragorn fought off five Ringwraiths… 

Arwen summoned a flood... 

Elrond led an army of Elves... 

Bilbo faced trolls, spiders and a dragon... 

Gandalf fought a Balrog and won... 

Galadriel reads people’s minds... 

Boromir got shot multiple times and kept fighting... 

Éomer took out a band of Uruk-hai... 

Gimli killed countless Orcs and blew a historic horn... 

Merry rode secretly into battle for his friends... 

Pippin killed things more than twice as big as himself... 

Sam beat a giant spider... 

Faramir risked his life for an unloving father... 

Legolas took down an Oliphaunt... 

Éowyn killed something no man can kill... 

...and Frodo couldn’t even drop a ring. 

(Some hero.) 



 

Did You Know? 

In one of the earlier drafts of The Lord of the Rings, J.R.R. Tolkien had 
Legolas injured in Moria by an Orc arrow! Also, Legolas and Gimli were 
originally captured by Saruman and cooked up an elaborate plan to escape 
the confines of Isengard. Neither of these ideas made it to the final copy 

however. 

Would You Rather... 
1. ...have hair as curly as a Merry’s OR as straight as 

Thranduil’s? 

2. ...eat potatoes boiled OR mashed? 

3. ...be a part of Thorin’s company OR a part of the Fel-

lowship of the Ring? 

4. ...take a vacation with Gandalf OR Radagast? 

5. ...hear the Rohan theme OR the Gondor theme for 10 

hours straight? 

6. ...dance with Rosie Cotton OR Gandalf? 

7. ...sing songs with Tom Bombadil OR Thorin? 

8. ...be wrapped up in spider’s silk OR be tied up with a smelly 

sack over your head? 

9. ...meet Peter Jackson (director) OR Howard Shore 

(composer)? 

10. ...be chased by Uruk-hai OR a band of Rohirrim? 

Something to Think About 

Do you see any imperfections in the text of The Lord of the 
Rings? 



 

In the mist upon the river 
Silent still I stand and shiver 
As the reed beds wind-swept quiver 
In the wind upon the river. 
 
In the wind upon the river 
Silver foams the waters driven 
By a slender vessel riven 
Wreathed in mist upon the river. 
 
Wreathed in mist upon the river 
Grey the vessel silent drifting 
Twisting currents ever shifting 
Borne upon the flowing river. 
 
Borne upon the flowing river 
Turns the Elven vessel, staying 
Motionless its burden laying 
Lapped within the crystal river. 
 
Lapped within the crystal river 
Lies a pale warrior sleeping 
Shredded mist about him creeping 
Still before me on the River. 
 
Still before me on the river 
Marked with numerous wounds bitter 
In his dark hair droplets glitter 
Tossed like jewels by the river. 

Tossed like jewels by the river 
Are the tears that bathe my brother 
Vain I wish it was another 
Borne in death upon the river. 
 
Borne in death upon the river 
Clasped with leaves of golden shimmer 
In his hands his blade-shards glimmer 
Washed clean by the flowing river. 
 
Washed clean by the flowing river 
Long dark locks with care arrayed 
At his head his round shield laid 
Shining faintly in the river. 
 
Shining faintly in the river 
Emerald brooch wrought ‘neath the trees 
His cloak grey-green as linden leaves 
Woven with the rippling river. 
 
Woven with the rippling river 
Strands of radiance faintly glowing 
Like the water round him flowing 
Dreaming vision of the river. 
 
Dreaming vision of the river 
Granted peace and victory 
Beneath your feet, your enemies 
Lost to darkness in the river. 

Lost to darkness in the river 
Your great horn you no longer bear 
From distant lands silent you fare 
Slipping swiftly down the river. 
 
Slipping swiftly down the river 
Slowly spinning your grey boat turns 
Borne away never to return 
Upon the bosom of the river. 
 
Upon the bosom of the river 
Fading the ethereal gleam 
Yet I know it was no dream 
My brother lost unto the river. 
 
My brother lost unto the river 
Passing onward to the sea 
There to sleep eternally 
In the mist upon the river. 

 
In the mist upon the river 
Silent still I stand and shiver 
As the reed beds wind-swept quiver 
In the wind upon the river. 
 

In the Mist Upon the River 
By Theresa Prins 



 

What Elvish Is 

By Benita Prins 

A green expanse of grass dotted with small colourful flowers 

– a silver leafy pattern forming the chain of a necklace – 

pearly white butterfly-shaped earrings – flowing, 

shimmering silk – a ring with either a red, a blue or a white 

stone (as in the three Elven-rings) – all these one might say 

were Elvish, reminding one perhaps of Rivendell, perhaps of 

Lórien, depending on the colour scheme or shape of 

different components. At Chapters bookstores recently, 

there are numerous different journals that have an 

exceedingly Elvish look to them. There are so many things 

about which a Tolkien fan might, upon seeing them, 

exclaim, “That’s so Elvish!” (Yes, I mean myself…) However, 

nature, jewellery and clothes are certainly not the ‘essence 

of Elvish’. 

Firstly, the Elves are 

powerful. Glorfindel is 

partially the means of 

frightening away the 

Black Riders at the 

Fords of Bruinen. The 

power of Galadriel 

keeps lasting evil away 

from Lothlórien, and 

when the Moria Orcs chasing the Fellowship do enter the 

woods, almost none of them survive the Elves’ attack on 

them. The bow which Galadriel presents to Legolas can 

shoot much farther than can any other bow in Middle-earth, 

and – whichever bow he is using – Legolas never misses his 

mark. He even brings down the Ringwraith on its fell beast, 

near the Anduin River. 

Another attribute of the Elves is that they – Galadriel in 

especial – are generous, even in the case of great difference 

of opinion. Galadriel gave gifts to each of the Company, 

including cloaks which she and her handmaidens had woven 

themselves. However, I wish to mention especially Gimli’s 

gift from her: he asked her for one hair from her head. 

Previously, in the First Age, Galadriel’s cousin Fëanor asked 

her for three, and she refused him. Now, in the Third Age, 

she gives Gimli three, while he is not even an Elf but a 

Dwarf, with which race the Elves have had few dealings for 

many years before the events of The Lord of the Rings. 

Elrond also, in The Hobbit, gives the Dwarves and Bilbo food 

and lodging for some time before they set out on the next 

stage of their journey. Thranduil, of course, is much more 

unreasonable, imprisoning the Dwarves only on the grounds 

that they have entered his realm without leave, but this is 

one of the very few instances of this that have been 

chronicled. 

Finally, Elves are the most beautiful race of Middle-earth, 

and this is probably what gives rise to those things I listed 

above being labelled as ‘Elvish’, since they are beautiful as 

well. Lúthien, an Elf of the First Age and an ancestor of 

Arwen and, more distantly, Aragorn, was more beautiful 

than any Elf, even, who had yet been seen. Arwen looked 

very much like her – in fact, the first time Aragorn saw her, 

he thought she was Lúthien! Galadriel also is one of the 

great examples of this characteristic; Gimli always deemed 

her to be the most beautiful lady in Middle-earth. Also, the 

Elves are not only beautiful in looks, but in character: one of 

the proofs of this is the generosity I mentioned in the last 

paragraph. 

Though in these latter days the word ‘Elvish’ as (in general) 

employed by Tolkien is normally defined as the look of 

something, this is certainly not what Tolkien meant the 

definition of the word to be. His Elves were powerful, 

beautiful and virtuous. While it’s fine to exclaim over 

jewellery and book covers, we should remember that those 

things are not what Elvish really is. Instead of collecting 

Elvish things, maybe we should try being Elves for a change. 

“Nature, jewelry 

and clothes are 

not what Elvish is 

in essence.” 



 

Did You Know? 

The very first time you hear Smaug roar (the prologue 
of An Unexpected Journey) you are actually hearing the 

pitched-down scream of a 7-year-old girl! One of the 
sound editors had done a demonstration for his daugh-
ter’s class in school earlier in the year, and decided to 
see what it would sound like. Apparently it worked! 

Many of the other sounds used for Smaug’s roars and 
growls are actually the sounds crocodiles make when 

looking for a mate.  

Cast and Crew Birthdays in January 
 

January 3: J.R.R. Tolkien would have turned 123 

January 4: Graham McTavish (Dwalin) turns 54 

January 10: Fran Walsh (scriptwriter) turns 56 

January 13: Orlando Bloom (Legolas) turns 38 

January 15: James Nesbitt (Bofur) turns 50 

January 28: Elijah Wood (Frodo) turns 34 

What If… 

...Saruman had gotten the Ring? 

...Frodo and Sam hadn’t met Faramir in Ithilien? 

...Sméagol had had a strong aversion to jewellery? 



 

Did You Notice? 

In the prologue to The Fellowship of the Ring, Isildur’s dead body manages to float in the river, de-

spite being covered with 60 pounds of armour! 



 

Test Your LotR Knowledge! 

1. Which two of Boromir’s possessions were broken when Aragorn found him 

dying? 

2. What did Aragorn find in the heap of Orc weapons? 

3. The ‘S’ on the fronts of the Orc helms stood for what? 

4. What time of day is it when the three cast off the funeral boat? 

5. From whence does the West Wind come, according to Aragorn’s song? 

6. Of which wind does Legolas sing – the north, the west, the south, or the east? 

7. Where shall the Tower of Guard “ever northward gaze”? 

8. Of which wind does Gimli refuse to sing – the north, the west, the south, or 

the east? 

9. How do Aragorn, Legolas, and Gimli find the Orcs’ trail? 

10. What name does Aragorn give to the three of them? 

Answers can be found in the chapter ’The Departure of Boromir’ from The Two Towers. 

Quote  

Of 

The 

Month 

“...It is useless to meet revenge with 

revenge; it will heal nothing...” 
-Frodo Baggins 



 

The Hobbit: An Information Corner 

Where you can read the latest and most exciting news on everything Hobbit. (But please be aware that spoilers are included.) 

 

-Last Movie: The last Middle-earth movie is officially 
out!!! Many fans are making this a special occasion by 
dressing up as characters for the final instalment of the 
Hobbit series. You can read a review of it in this issue, and 
there are plenty of good reviews online as well. And if you 
wish, go see it and write your own review! If you send it 
in to us, we will consider it for publication in a later issue. 

 

-Oscars: The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies is in 
contention for two Oscars this year. Best Hair and 
Makeup, and Best Visual Effects. And it has a good shot at 
winning, if I say so myself! 

 

-Tolkien’s Road: A new student film has emerged called Tolkien’s Road. It is about half an 
hour in length, and gives a little bit of insight into the life of J.R.R. Tolkien, as well as some 
blending of fantasy and reality. For the most part it is not based in fact, but it is a beautiful 
film, worth watching. It can be found on Youtube.  

 

-An Unexpected Cookbook: Chris Rachael Oseland, a geek with a good amount of skill, 
has come out with a Hobbit cook book! All the recipes have something to do with Middle-
earth and are fun and for the most part fairly simple to make. It includes vegetarian and 
gluten-free recipes as well, so that everyone can enjoy! 

 

-Star of Fame: Peter Jackson received his star on the Hollywood walk of fame  on Decem-
ber 8th! I must admit, he deserves it—Hollywood doesn’t seem to care for much besides 
money, and he’s certainly given them plenty of that! :) 

 

 

 

 


